A NIGHT IN COSMOS

PERSEPOLIS POLYTOPE - 1971
▸ The Persian Shah ordered an artwork from Iannis Xenakis, exalting the Persian and
Zoroastrian culture, in honour of the 2500th anniversary of the Persian Empire.
▸ Xenakis designed a work that can be performed only in Persepolis, which is
experienced differently by each audience.
▸ On the night of August 26, 1971, the eight-segment electro-acoustic work
composed by Xenakis spread through eight loudspeakers at six listening stations
located among the ruins of the Darius Palace. In addition, military projectors, laser
beams, fires burning in the hills and 150 torches carrying children turned this work
into a rich audiovisual feast.
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IANNIS XENAKIS
▸ Theorist, researcher and musician who uses mathematics thought as the basis of
their composition. A music architect...
▸ Innovative experiments named as "Polytope" by Xenakis, using sound and light
unusually, to change the perception and push the limits of the senses.
▸ He used speakers and light projectors to allow listeners to interact with music at the
same time. The space, sound and light systems constructed in this way have become
multidisciplinary works with Xenakis’s advanced mathematical calculations and
extraordinary compositions.
▸ Xenakis describes Polytopes as the idea of repeating what the universe does on a
large scale, on a smaller level.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
▸ A night in the cosmos is the reinterpretation of the audio-visual work that Iannis
Xenakis staged in the ancient city of Persepolis in 1971.
▸ A creative team of different disciplines will reinterpret Xenakis’ philosophy of
cosmology and musicology. This experimental work of art will bring literature, music
and visual design fields together with today's technology.
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VR EXPERIENCE / FLOW
▸ The experience begins in a dark environment. Music starts; stars appear in the sky.
▸ Laser beams travel over the ancient city. Thus, the ground and six ancient columns are formed as point cloud.
As the viewers approach the columns, the particles become frequent.
▸ Fires burn in king tombs on the slope. Hundreds of torch fires climb to the fires on the slope.
Military projectors scan the sky at the same time.
▸ All the points begin to vibrate synchronously with the sound and gradually decompose and merge; turns into a sandstorm.
▸ Wind, heartbeat and low frequency sounds accompany the collisions of sand particles.
▸ A galaxy-like spiral forms in the eye of the storm. The storm merges with the stars and evolves into chaos.
▸ As the audience moves into this chaos, the free-flowing particles move in harmony.
▸ Chaos slows down, stars settle first.
▸ Torches slowly descend in constellations.
▸ A final explosion of light and sound...
▸ Torches (like children carrying them) run through the crowd; disappears in the dark.
▸ Music ends suddenly.
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DENIZ YENIHAYAT / ARTIST STATEMENT
▸ The perception of hearing has always attracted me. The reason I write stories about auditory
experiences is this intense effect on me. The stories I have written bring together snaps from the
lives of electroacoustic musicians with fantastic events. Iannis Xenakis is one of these musicians.
▸ While researching my story, I encountered the unique multimedia work Xenakis performed in
Persepolis ruins in 1971 and I built my story on it. I recreated Xenakis' Persepolis Polytope by
manipulating perceptions of cosmic size, color, sound and texture. Thus, I enabled the
individual's subjective physical and mental perceptions to unify the audiovisual work exactly as
Xenakis wanted.
▸ During this study, I could not find enough visual resources about Persepolis Polytope. Moreover,
I wanted to experience this special artwork. Thus, I decided to transfer my cosmic-fiction story
about Persepolis Polytope to Virtual Reality environment.
▸ In "A Night in Cosmos - Persepolis Polytope VR Experience", I want the audience to discover the
limits of human perception with the possibilities of literature and then new media technologies.
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TEAM
▸ Research / Screenplay / Direction: Deniz Yenihayat
She works for the advertising agency where she is a co-founder. She also have researches on “Sociology of Internet and Media,
Cybernetics and Internet History, Auditory Experience and Social Effects. Her articles have been published in various media.
“flipfeed” the application by the MIT Media Lab, she took part in Turkey adapts team. She is working on a book that focuses on
auditory experiences and developing a project to transfer one of the stories to the VR environment.
▸ Sound Design: Kerem Aksoy
His works were performed at the Electroacoustic Music Night at the Phonem Miller Music Plateau, the International Ctrl_Alt_Del 2
Music Festival and the United Nations 2015 World Development Goals exhibition. He created original music compositions and
arrangements for theater plays. He played trumpets in symphony orchestra and chamber music ensembles in various cities. He
launched the "Sound Atlas" sound effect library he has been working on for years in 2018. He is also Odeabank O'art
Achievement Award 2016 - 1st Winner (Sound Design and Composition) and Crystal Apple Award 2015 Best Sound Design
Award Winner.
▸ Visual Design / Art Direction: Nohlab / Candaş Şişman & Deniz Kader
Nohlab is a studio, focused on producing interdisciplinary experiences around art, design and technology. It builds a bridge
between the digital and the physical reality, while examining the relationship of technology with art and design. It produces tools,
designs and stories in which the connection between the human and technology reflects in many different ways. The works of the
studio were in numerous international festivals & events such as ISEA, Signal, OFFF, Sonar Istanbul and World Government
Summit, and received awards from Culturespaces, Ars Electronica and Japan Media Arts Festival. The studio also worked with
many brands and organizations including Pink Floyd, Target, Land Rover, Scriabin Museum, Atelier des Lumieres and EA Theater.
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TEAM
▸ Visual Design / Algorithm Design: Seçkin Maden
Specialist in programming, computational geometries, modern fabrication technologies, audiovisual interaction
and digital visualization. He worked as a computational design expert in architectural design offices. He worked
as an executive in various workshops in the field of audiovisual interactive design. His artistic productions were
exhibited in venues and events such as SALT, TAK-Kadıköy, CerModern, Sónar Istanbul.
▸ Production: Oya Özden / Terminal Film
Founded in 2008, Terminal is a creative production house with the aim to produce quality broad range audiovisual projects both for international and local audiences and customers. Based in Istanbul, our main field of work
is feature film production with co-production opportunities and also line-production services. Terminal produced
two features written and directed by Ali Vatansever. His latest film “Saf” premiered in Toronto Film Festival in
2018 and is represented by Doc & Film Sales. Aside from feature films, Terminal Film produces high quality and
niche audio-visual content from commercials to music videos, documentaries, videographics and VR experiences.
▸ Advisors:
Prof. Dr. Alper Maral
Ali Vatansever
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TECHNICAL SPECS
▸ Persepolis 3D Model
▸ Point-cloud / Laser / Light Animation
▸ Particles Interaction
▸ Audio work recreated with mathematical patterns
▸ Six wireless headset (6DOF, 3D spatial audio)
▸ Six hand tracking sensors
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CONTACTS
▸ Deniz Yenihayat
yenihayatdeniz@gmail.com
▸ Terminal
Oya Özden
oyaozden@terminal.com.tr
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